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PRESS RELEASE

Faber USA, a leader in ventilation design and technology is unveiling its Oceana ceiling hood at the 2017 
Kitchen & Bath Industry show (KBIS) in Orlando from January 10-12. The Oceana ceiling hood comes to 
America from Faber, the Italian company who invented the first retractable ceiling hood, “Up & Down” Series,  
for its European market.   

The Oceana boasts an exquisite stainless steel chandelier, with a distinctive wave cut-out design and integrated 
LED pendent lights. The Oceana is part of the 300 cfm motor collection of range hoods and utilizes Faber’s 
unique Up & Down technology. The 15 inch wide range hood can be lowered towards the range area during 
cooking and with a  simple push of a button the hood is easily retracted back into the shade.  

Design and integration flexibility is the legacy of the entire Up & Down hood series. Also debuting in the 2017 
series launch:  Kaleidos with a sleek modern black lamp shade, Vanilla with a timeless white glass
lampshade, and the elegant Zoom stainless steel cylinder without a lampshade. Each of the ductless designs 
offer ease of adjustment and fast plate attachment to the ceiling for the installer.

The Oceana along with other Up & Down models will be available to order in early 2017. Schedule an 
appointment with the Faber team at booth S5454 for a private live demonstration during the show.

About Faber

Since 1955, Faber has lead the world in high quality, Italian engineered kitchen range hoods.  With more than 
30 models to choose from, we offer the style, selection and features to vent kitchens and clean the air.  At Faber, 
Air Matters.
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